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Ladies and Gentlemen:

Enclosed is Licensee Event Report 97-009, " Operator Error Causes Invalid Engineered Safety Feature
Actuation."

-If you have questions or require additional information, please contact Henry L. Hegrat,
Manager - Regulatory Affairs, at (216) 260-5606.
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Very truly yours,

for Lew W. Myers )
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| Operator Error Causes invalid Engineered Safety Feature Actuation
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On August 19,1997, with the plant in Mode 1 at 100 percent of rated thermal power, the shift operating crew -
was performing a tag-out instruction in preparation for scheduled Division 1 Emergency Diesel Generator (EDG)
syst2m quarterly maintenance activities. - After placing the EDG in a secured status, at approximately 0357
hours, a non-licensed operator inadvertently removed a fuse that was not listed on the tag-out instruction
causing a loss of power to safety bus EH11, The loss of power to safety bus EH11, resulted in an Engineered
Safaty Feature (ESF) actuation when the Division 1 Plant Radiation Monitoring (D17) system's drywell outboard
isolation valves, F071 A and F079A, automatically closed. This event is being reported in accordance with
10CFR50.73(a)(2)(iv) as an event that resulted in an automatic actuation of an ESF.

Th3 cause of the event is personnel error, failure to maintain an appropriate level of attention to detail and failure
to utilize self-checking practices. The tag-out was immediately removed and the plant was restored to a normal
configuration x The individualinvolved has been counseled to address the deficient work practices.- Additionally,
the event was reviewed by other Operations Section personnel with emphasis on maintaining an appropriate level
of attention to detail and ensuring self-checking practices are utilized at all times.
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l. Introduction
|
!. . On August 19,1997, at approximately 0357 hours, a non-licensed operator caused a loss of Division 1;

safety bus which resulted in an unexpected closure of Division 1 Plant Radiation Monitoring (IL] (017);
system drywell outboard isolation valves (ISV], F071A and F079A, constituting an Engineered Safety

- Featura (ESF) actuation. NRC notification was made via the Emergency Notification Sys tem at 0732 hours
(ENF No. 32786), in accordance with the requirements of 10CFR50.72(b)(2)(ii). This event is being,

repor1ed in accordance with 10CFR50.73(a)(2)(iv) as an event that resulted in an automatic actuation of ang
r ESF,

l

| At the time of the event, the plant was in Mode 1 at 100 percent of rated thermal power. The reactor vessel
j pressure was at approximately 1024 psig with reactor coolant at saturated conditions.

! 11. Event Description
'

1

On August 19,1997, with the plant in Mode 1 at 100 percent of rated thermal power, preparations we re I
'

underway to support scheduled Division 1 (DIV 1) Emergency Diesel Generator (EK] (EDG) system
; quarterly maintenance activities. At approximately 0300 hours, the DIV 1 EDG safety tag-out request was jj- authorized and released to be performed by the on-shift operating crew. The EDG divisional outage tag-out jj was a familiar tag-out assignment which included three non-licensed operators hanging safety tags on the

|1
EDG's auxiliary equipment after the control room licensed operators removed the EDG from service and

;
! declared it inoperable,

t
,

f During the coordinated tag-out activities, one of the non-licensed operators was assigned to tag-out
i slectrical equipment located in the divisional switchgear room, The operator had five safety tags which
; required fuses [FU) to be removed from three different electrical compartments in this room. In (

,

compartment EH1103,~ the following fuses were to be pulled: " Diesel Supply PT's" fuse (CA); " Diesel Room -.

Voltmeter" fuses (AX); and, " Diesel Secondary MN Metering & Relaying' fuses (LF). Additionally, the '

,

" Synch" (LE) fuses and the " Synch Signal" (LG) fuse were to be removed from compartments EH iu4 and;
*

EH1115, respectively, After initially reviewing the tags, the operator did not hang the first two safety tags for
p compartment EH1103 until minor position description clarifications could be obtained. After hanging the
i

third safety tag for compartment EH1103 (i.e., LF fuses), the operator observed fuses designated "LE' and
L "LG,' incorrectly identifying these locations as the additional fuse locations on the tag-out instruction. At
! 0357 hours on August 19,1997, the operator incorrectly removed the LE and LG fuses in EH1103 instead

~ f those in EH1114 and EH1115, respectively. These fuses serve EH11 bus voltage meters in the controlo,

)_ . room and the switchgear room, EH11 bus undervoltage and degraded voltage relays,- Emergency
'

Response Information system computer indication, and the EH11 bus synchronization circuit. This action
#

caused an invalid undervoltage trip signal for the DIV 1 safety bus, which automatically tripped open the
! EH11 bus preferred source supply breaker and sent a start permissive signal to the DIV 1 EDG. Bus EH11

cnd the associated loads nre de-energized.

tj

!
i k
'
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! - Since the DIV 1 EDG was already secured, it did not start. However, the D17 drywell outboard isolation
; valves, F071 A and F079A, closed as designed on this loss o; power. Indications that bus EH11 was de-_

i energized were received by the control room operators. In response, the operators entered the appropriate
Off-Normal Instructions (ONis) for loss of a safety bus and entered the following Technical Specifications,

(TS): TS 3.8.7, ' Electrical Power Systems - Operating," TS 3.6.1.3, " Primary Containment Isolation Valves,"
4

i and TS 3.8.1, "AC Sources - Operating." The Required Actions of these TS include provisions to declare
i

the affected divisional supported subsystems inoperable.' Additionally, actions were taken by operations to
remove the tag-out and restore the plant to a known configuration. On August 19,1997, at 0732 hours,
notification of the event was made to the NRC.;

h On August 19,1997, at 1322 hours, TS 3.6.1.3 was exited, and at 1733 hours, TS 3.8.7 was exited
i

following complete restoration of power to bus EH11 and the associated loads. At 1745 hours, the
j. divisional subsystems were declared operable; at 2130 hours, the DIV 1 EDG was declared operable; and,
j- at 2309 hours, the last remaining inoperable component (Residual Heat Removal (RHR) pump A) was
|_ declared operable, ending the event.
!

[ 111. Cause of Event
:

The cause of the event is personnel error, failure to maintain an appropriate level of attention to detail over;~'
the task being perforrned and failure to utilize self-checking practices. The non-licensed operator who was
familiar with divisional EDG outages, should have been reasonably expected to perform the tag-out without;

j fincorrectly removing the wrong fuses since all the compartments were properly labeled and the safety tags
'

reflected the correct compartment locations.

lV. Safety Analysis

i ;While removal of the DIV 1 EDG from service and entry into a known TS Limiting Condition for Operation
! (LCO) was planned as a controlled plant configuration, the removal of emergency electrical bus EH11 from
| service was not intended. The loss of bus EH11 resulted in Emergency Service Water system train A, RHR

_

[ system irain A (i.e., Low Pressure Coolant injection), Low Pressure Core Spray system, and Reactor Core
o isolation Cooling system becoming inoperable causing the plant to unexpectedly enter additional TS LCOs.
| Although loss of power to bus EH11 resulted in loss of safety-related DIV 1 subsystems, Chapter 15 of the
i' Update Safety Analysis Report (USAR) bounds this event through worst case analysis of a Loss-of-Coolant
! ' Accident coincident with Loss of Off-site Power, which assumes the loss of an EDG. ' Additionally, this event

resulted in the automatic closure of D17 system drywell outboard isolation valves F07.1_A and F079A. Ther
! valves repositioned to their post-accident positions during the event and would have been able to perform

[ their safety-related function as a result. Because of this, the event had minimal safety significance.
~

| This situation was covered by the plant's operating procedures (i.e., ONls R22-1, C11-1, and B21-4) and
; the plant was expeditiously restored without further incident. The shift operating crew immediately

responded by removing the tag-out, returning the plant to a known configuration, and initiating the recovery;

via the appropriate operating procedures.
,

|

:
!
!

! MC FOMI366A1499
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|-

V. Similar Events

LERs 95-007 and 97-001 document other personnel error events.
|

| LER 95-007 documented an event during a transfer of feedwater level control when a licensed operator error
resulted in loss of feedwater flow and subsequent reactor scram due to low reactor water level. The event was
attributed to personnel error (i.e., failure to follow procedure). Corrective actions included counseling and
remedial training for the individuals involved, as well as the production and use of a training video tape on the
event which was presented to each oncoming shift crew with emphasis placed on management's expectations
with respect to self-checking.

.

;

LER 97-001 documented an event in which a non-licensed operator error during electrical switching activities
resulted in the loss o.' electrical power to vital loads and subsequent reactor scram due to low reactor water,

level. The event was attributed to personnel error (i.e., failure to follow procedure). Corrective actions included
counseling and remedial training for the individuals involved, as well as communicating management
expectations concernbg in-field supervision, detailed pre-job briefings, and missed opportunities for preventing
the event through self-checking and checking of others.

4

Corrective actions for the previous LERs were reviewed and determined to be appropriate and should have
prevented this event. The operator's actions were without forethought and no self-checking practices were

; exercised. These actions did not meet management expectations.

VI. Corrective Actions>

The individual involved has been counseled to address the deficient work practices. Additionally, the event
;

is being reviewed by other operations section personnel with emphasis on maints.ning an appropriate level of
attention to detail and ensuiing self-checking practices are utilized at all times. This training has since been

| presented by the Operations Superintendent and reaffirmed through crew discussions as facilitated by the
Shift Supervisor.

.

h

)

.

|

|
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Energy Industry identification System (Ells) codes are identified in the text as [XX],

The following table identifies those actions which are considered to be regulatory commitments, Any other
actions discussed in this document represent intended or planned actions, are described for the NRC's
information, and are not regulatory commitments, Please notify the Manager - Regulatory Affairs at the Perry-
Nuclear Power Plant of any questions regarding this document or any associated regulatory commitments.

Commitments

None
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